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MINUTES OF JRRA COMMITTEE MEETING 

Held on MONDAY, 9th APRIL, 2018, 7.30pm AT BRAESIDE 

 

Present: Chris Lovelace (CL) Chairman,  Steve Bull, (SB) Treasurer,    

Linda Bennett (LB) Secretary, Allen Moat (AM), Trevor Sykes (TS),  Joe McDonald 

No Apologies 

 

  Action 

 In response to our AGM Minutes we were contacted by Joe McDonald, a new 
resident in Ninehams Rd, offering to repair areas of Johns Rd with concrete.   Joe 
was invited to our meeting to discuss this further.   Chris explained to Joe how JRRA 
was initiated, repairs we have done so far,  and the problems encountered.   Joe 
kindly offered to help us with materials and equipment. 
 

 

 Minutes of Meeting held on 12th March, 2018, agreed and signed by Chairman 
 

 

 Finance – Bank balance at present is £667.21 including subscriptions received so 
far.  Reminders will be sent in a few weeks.  Subscriptions can be paid by: 
 
- £65 payment by cheque to Treasurer at No. 18, for full year‟s subscription 
 
- £65 payment to JRRA bank account - 400925 – 01769375.   Please quote your 
name/house  in case we need to contact you. 
 
- £5.42 monthly Standing Order to above account.   Please quote your name/house  
in case we need to contact you. 
 

LB 

 Dangerous Parking  - On behalf of residents a request had been sent to Tatsfield 
Parish Council as follows: 
 
“At our Tatsfield 'Johns Road Residents' Ass.' Committee Meeting last week the following 

was raised:      There have been several near misses by residents in the village due 

to vehicles being parked near bends and junctions, eg on the left bend in Paynesfield Rd 

just past Shipfield Close; turning left from Crossways into Westmore Rd; turning left and 

right out of Johns Road into Paynesfield Rd.; vehicles parking alongside old bus stop by 

pond and reducing the entrance/exit from that junction. 

 

It was agreed that we will contact Tatsfield P.C. and Tandridge D.C. to see if they can 

enforce the parking rules in The Highway Code that:     “The nearest you can park to a 

junction is 10 metres (or 32 feet).   This is to allow drivers emerging from, or turning 

into, the junction a clear view of the road they are joining. It also allows them to 

see hazards such as pedestrians or cyclists at the junction.” And “Do not stop or park on 

a bend”. 

 

We have received the following response from David Hodge, Leader of the Council, 
via Martin Allen: 
 

“Thank you for highlighting these parking problems in Tatsfield and apologies for the delay in getting 
back to you.    You are quite right that the highway code stipulates rules about parking near junctions 
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and other dangerous locations. In the absence of waiting restrictions (yellow lines) these rules can 
only be enforced by the police,  although I suspect this may be a very low priority for them in 
Tatsfield Village. 
  
We have a process for introducing waiting restrictions in Surrey called a parking review.  We 
generally have a parking review in Tandridge each year whereby all the requests for new restrictions 
are brought together, considered by the local committee and processed through the statutory 
consultation procedure by our parking team. The result is that we can introduce parking restrictions 
far more cost effectively although it can take some time to consult and review the feedback. 
  
As such I have asked for your comments about parking problems in Tatsfield to be looked at as part 
of our next parking review which will start in summer with site assessments. David Curl, the Parking 
Strategy and Implements Group Manager has assured me he will be in contact with you direct, 
nearer the time with proposals for the parish to consider before they are put into the review for 
formal consultation. I hope this helps with your query. “  
 

It was stressed that, if vehicles are parked at the top left of Johns Rd, driving out on 
the right hand side is dangerous as it means blocking access for incoming traffic.   
We will ask our Community PC if he has warning notices that we can use for parked 
vehicles. 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LB 

 ‘Tatsfield Talk’ comments on unmade roads – Several comments had been put 
on „TT‟ about the state of various unmade roads and asking for suggestions on 
improving their condition.    Trevor had posted on “TT” a suggestion that a 
representative from each of Tatsfield's unmade roads should get together but, as 
yet, he has had no response.   Crossways and  Goatsfield have now had their 
potholes filled in with asphalt. 
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 Next road repairs – It was agreed at the AGM that we would experiment with 
materials when filling the potholes.   Before moving George (i-Pave) had offered to 
deliver a load of planings so that they could be used as and when necessary but we 
would now need to provide the labour.    Joe said he could obtain planings for us 
and also has a whacker plate which would compact them, but not to the extent that a 
ride-on roller would do.   He also mentioned that concrete can be dyed to blend in. 
 
It was agreed that, when there is a dry spell forecast (possibly May) Joe will fill in 
several potholes with a variety of materials, ie grey Type 1;  Planings;  Concrete; 
Type 1 plus Concrete, and we could use the whacker plate to compact them.   Joe 
would only charge for materials and fuel.   We will then see what the various options 
look like and how long they last. 
 
Joe suggested that perhaps buying a second hand Bobcat vehicle (£1000) with 
bucket on the front would be an investment.  We could then have a large delivery of 
planings and could then use the Bobcat to move the planings to potholes when 
needed.    Suggestion then made that perhaps TPC and/or various unmade roads 
could buy such a vehicle and share its usage.   It could also be used for laying 
salt/grit. 
The Committee thanked Joe for attending and for his offers of help and advice. 
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 Yellow Road – it was noted that this was now a muddy colour but was still always 
wet.  Joe suggested putting a layer of Type 1 over this area. 
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Neighbourhood Plan – Allen had attended the Travel and Infrastructure Group 
meeting  (ie. Travel and Transport - roads, parking, digital economy, Information 
and Communication) .   This area will look at how we improve the local 
infrastructure, roads, public transport, utilities, drainage, digital connectivity, 
improvements to the safety of pedestrians, cyclists and other traffic. Another  
team will also look at how we improve availability of village parking, improve 
facilities for people with disabilities (and other ailments eg Dementia) – potential 
paving with Surrey CC adopting jointly used access roads in the village.   
Discussion included the following: 

Broadband reception - several areas in the village have problems getting 
Broadband.   There are 85 different Broadband deals in Tatsfield.   Rules will be 
changed so that companies supplying Broadband cannot offer speeds which they 
cannot provide.   Broadband customers will be able to change Providers without 
losing money on their contract.   Some issues, eg height of mobile phone masts, 
put obstacles in the way of Providers.   Bus Company routes. 
 
There are Public Consultation Meetings for Tatsfield residents to give their 
feedback on progress –Tuesday, 24th April, 6 – 8pm; and  Saturday, 28th April, 
12 noon to 2pm in the Village Hall.    If villages do not have a Plan then it will be 
possible for the Government to dictate changes/ building houses etc. 
 
There is a link to the Neighbourhood Plan on the Tatsfield Village Website 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Residents 

 
Visit of Police & Crime Commissioner – Wednesday 18th April 

Martin Allen has extended an invitation to our Police and Crime Commissioner,  
David Munro, to come back to Tatsfield and Titsey so that he can update us on 
current police practices, budgets, and the way forward.  
 
He will tour the village and then return to the Aileen McHugo Building around 
11.00am where he will hold an open surgery to meet the villagers and give you 
the opportunity to discuss anything that may affect the village or policing in 
general. I would really like you to come along to the meeting to show Tatsfield 
does care about the policing of our village. Please email me on    
martin_allen@talk21.com H 01959 577201, Mobile 07515 923826,  to confirm your 
attendance so I have an idea of numbers. 
 

David is responsible for overseeing the work of Surrey Police, holding the Chief 

Constable to account and helping to tackle the crime issues that matter to you. 

The PCC‟s pledges are:-   Cutting Crime and Keeping Surrey Safe;  Supporting 

Victims;  Tackling Rural Crime;  Making Our Town Centres Safe;  Tackling the 

Threat of Terrorism;   Making Every Pound Count. 

 

On the web site http://www.surrey-pcc.gov.uk  you can find information about the 

Commissioner and his Office team, policing and crime in Surrey, and how you can 

get involved in helping make our county a safer place to live and work. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Residents 

 
Date of Next Committee Meeting – Monday, 14th May, 7.30pm 
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